ACL DIGITAL HELPS LEADING
MEDICAL SUPPLY MANUFACTURER
DEVELOP A DIGITAL APP
for Sales Team to Improve Sales and
Operational Efficiency

Service: Digital Experience

OVERVIEW

The client is a leading manufacturer of sterilized procedure kits for various specialized
healthcare providers in 100+ countries via direct field sales network and channel partners. The
client had an interactive sales process with B2B customers(hospitals) involving the selection of
various components (from over 3500+ products) for each type of procedure known as
'CombiSets'. The client required a comprehensive digital sales enablement solution for a
standardized, efficient, and effective sales process for CombiSets/surgical kits.
The project's main goal was to configure high-value CombiSets, increase their upselling, and
enhance the user experience by providing a compelling and intuitive iPad application to find
appropriate content required for CombiSets configuration.

CHALLENGES

Lack of an on-demand capability for the sales
team on the ground (in hospitals) to display,
demonstrate and customize the CombiSets.

The use of legacy systems like Lotus Notes by the Sales
team was impacting growth as well as causing errors
due to the manual ordering process.

Non-availability of the necessary customization
required due to offline ordering system.

Non-availability of quick access to the catalogue
information for specific components such as scissors,
scalpel, surgical blades, forceps, etc.

Non-availability of real-time data and overall
stats such as product catalogue, sales, phased
out products, and more.

Difficulty in identifying and removing phased out
products from the CombiSets.

Need for continuous knowledge upgradation and
knowledge sharing by field sales team due to
evolving best practices in the healthcare industry.

SOLUTION

ACL Digital partnered with the client, conducted the digital workshop working alongside their key
stakeholders, sales team, and engineering teams to bring their vision to life with a comprehensive digital
solution. ACL Digital’s solution included:
1

The proposed solution was conceived in two parts:
Multilingual, user-friendly mobile app with exceptional user experience for sales associates.
Web portal for managing the product catalog, creating procedure-based CombiSets, reporting,
and visualization, Managing notifications and administration.

2

Supporting the sales team in designing the product approach and formulating concepts to fit their
business case

3

Developing, validating, and improving the prototype for the sales team to start testing it with real users
to gather feedbacks

4

Developing an application for iPad that a sales rep could easily use to access and manage
CombiSets of surgical components with information, usage, and specifications required by hospitals
and clinics

5

Mobile app developed in Flutter connected to backend systems via microservices hosted on Azure for
information retrieval and database access

6

Role-based Access Control used for personalized customer onboarding and experience
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2

OUTCOMES
Reduction in the sales cycle: In-app creation and
visualization of CombiSets for surgical procedures in an
interactive discussion/sales consultation, real-time access
and update of knowledge base & SOPs available as a sales
toolkit at the fingertips of the sales personnel helped them
reduce the sales cycle substantially
Higher sales margin: Real-time availability of previous order
history and price information helped the sales rep with
better sales negotiations and maintaining a higher sales
margin.
Automated and productive ordering process: The solution
helped the customer with digital order placement at the
end of the process and automatic order creation in SAP
and downstream systems, enabling sales representatives
to collaborate with Hospital managers on-site to capture
their product requirements without any hassles.
Improved sales and surgical procedure efficiency:
Real-time update of available parts catalogue, pricing, and
lead time to deliver helped sales rep improve efficiency,
allowing more informed choices. CombiSet and Mediset
have also simplified treatments and surgeries as well as
prep time and reduced time-pressured errors.
Offline access to information through continuous data
synchronization: Access to CombiSets for different surgical
requirements with images and specifics even in areas with
low or zero connectivity. The sales enablement platform
helped the sales team get all the required information
anytime, anywhere without carrying a manual.
No language barrier: The multilingual app can be accessed
by sales associates from across different locations without
any language hurdle.

CONCLUSION
ACL Digital redefines the customer experience using Digital solutions and helps deliver
the clients' next-generation sales enablement platform. ACL's enterprise modernization,
mobility and cloud expertise helped the client with a swift experience along with a
robust and latest digital technology.
Let's start with a digital workshop to understand your business challenges and
transform those ideas/challenges into a meaningful experience using design-led
thinking. Our design thinkers, UI/UX experts, and technology consultants collaborate to
discover innovations to transform your business.

ACL Digital is a design-led Digital Experience, Product Innovation, Engineering and Enterprise IT
offerings leader. From strategy, to design, implementation and management we help accelerate
innovation and transform businesses. ACL Digital is a part of ALTEN group, a leader in technology
consulting and engineering services.
business@acldigital.com | www.acldigital.com
USA | UK | France | India
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